Decision support for insulin regime prescription based on a neural-network approach.
Insulin regime prescription is performed by medical personnel based on a number of patient related factors such as age, activity, type of current medication, desirable control, whether the patient belongs to a special category, for example whether he has fever or has undergone surgery, etc. No general rules apply so that each expert adopts his/her own rules for insulin regime specification based on his/her experience, intuition and expertise. This is why there is very little in medical literature concerning this issue. This paper describes a system supporting the decision making of medical personnel with respect to the specification of insulin regimes, based on a neural network methodology. In particular, an adaptive version of the backpropagation algorithm is used for the system training. This algorithm dramatically reduces training time and guarantees the monotonically decreasing nature of the error function. The training set consisted of one hundred and eight training vectors. The system offers support with respect to diabetes management by insulin regime prescription. The choice of the factors participating in the decision making of the system described in this paper, is based on an extensive interviewing of a number of diabetologists in leading diabetological centres in Greece.